
Global Sterilisation
Team Leader

K R I S T I N A @ E L E M E D . E U

H O M E - B A S E D  I N  E U R O P E



This company has been enhancing performance in healthcare

across the world for over 150 years so have a huge amount of

history behind it including being the first company to mass-

produce dressings for wound care. Even though they have

developed and manufactured many revolutionary devices, the

innovation doesn’t stop and is done in-house! 

They are always looking for new ways to improve not just in

what they produce but also in how they do business so have

recently undergone a huge business transformation.

 

The value of work-life balance is strongly recognised here so this

opportunity is open to be based from home anywhere in

Europe. If you are looking for a large, established company that

still feels like family, this is the place for you!

The company 

Are you an expert in Sterilisation processes for medical

devices? Would you like to make strategic decisions and

lead a fantastic team whilst remaining technically hands-

on? Are you tired of working in slow-moving corporations

where you can’t make an impact? 

Read on!



Some recent changes in the Global team has meant that an

opportunity to lead the Sterilisation and Validation team has

arisen and we are looking for YOU! This is a chance to look at the

big picture in the business and define the strategy to improve

and harmonise processes globally with the support of your

growing international SME team of 4. 

 

At the centre of excellence for all sterilisation and validation

topics globally, you will be the bridging partner between R&D,

manufacturing sites, manufacturing suppliers, procurement,

regulatory department and the HQ. You will translate

requirements, manage international relationships and ensure

that the message being transmitted globally is understood by

all the relevant teams and stakeholders. 

If you enjoy being a leader and making changes but still want to

be hands-on with Sterilisation activities, this position is made for

you!

The opportunity 



Define the global sterilisation and manufacturing process

validation quality strategy for the company 

Outline global policies/procedures for the sterilisation,

microbiology, process validation and risk processes based on

external and internal standards and ensure continuous

compliance throughout the business

Lead, develop and train the growing team of four

sterilisation and validation quality engineers and managers 

Collaborate with the supplier quality team to evaluate the

performance, approve and validate suppliers

Lead and support supplier audits and establish the supplier

audit program for sterilisation

Drive continuous improvement activities and harmonisation

projects for the sterilisation QA team globally 

Interface with key stakeholders and corporate functions to

drive process improvements

Act as the QA representative and SME for global sterilisation

process validation and microbiology

As Global Sterilisation Team Leader you will (not an exhaustive

list):

The responsibilities



Qualifications

Minimum 4 years of sterilisation experience in the

medical device or pharmaceutical industry

Previous experience leading teams

Experience working in a “shop floor” site environment 

Willingness to travel up to 25%

Eligibility to live and work in Europe

INTERESTED IN FURTHER
CONVERSATION?

IF  YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THIS
EXCITING ROLE,  PLEASE SEND YOUR

APPLICATION DIRECTLY TO:

 KRISTINA@ELEMED.EU


